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Abstract: Today, there are excellent resources for the semantic annotation of biomedical text. These
resources span from ontologies, tools for NLP, annotators, and web services. Most of these are
available either in the form of open source components (i.e., MetaMap) or as web services that offer
free access (i.e., Whatizit). In order to use these resources in automatic text annotation pipelines,
researchers face significant technical challenges. For open-source tools, the challenges include
the setting up of the computational environment, the resolution of dependencies, as well as the
compilation and installation of the software. For web services, the challenge is implementing clients
to undertake communication with the respective web APIs. Even resources that are available as
Docker containers (i.e., NCBO annotator) require significant technical skills for installation and setup.
This work deals with the task of creating ready-to-install and run Research Objects (ROs) for a large
collection of components in biomedical text analysis. These components include (a) tools such as
cTAKES, NOBLE Coder, MetaMap, NCBO annotator, BeCAS, and Neji; (b) ontologies from BioPortal,
NCBI BioSystems, and Open Biomedical Ontologies; and (c) text corpora such as BC4GO, Mantra
Gold Standard Corpus, and the COVID-19 Open Research Dataset. We make these resources available
in OpenBio.eu, an open-science RO repository and workflow management system. All ROs can be
searched, shared, edited, downloaded, commented on, and rated. We also demonstrate how one can
easily connect these ROs to form a large variety of text annotation pipelines.

Keywords: text mining; entity recognition; annotation; NLP; FAIR

1. Introduction

Annually, it is estimated that more than one million articles are added to PubMed,
which is the most widespread public repository for biomedical papers. This extreme
volume of curated scientific literature results in an information overload. Additionally,
with the advent of scientific preprint servers such as bioRxiv (www.biorxiv.org, accessed on
11 October 2021) and medRxiv (www.medrxiv.org, accessed on 11 October 2021), thousands
of papers in various stages of maturity are published daily. It is indicative that with the
current COVID-19 pandemic, the number of relevant scientific articles edited by both
bioRxiv and medRxiv during the period from October 2019 (beginning of the pandemic) to
February 2021 is approximately 14,000 from 72,400 in total (~19%). In a situation where
the global scientific output doubles every nine years, there is the question of whether this
increase has a clear impact on “real” and actionable knowledge growth [1]. The majority
of published papers are characterized as “background noise,” and researchers struggle to
“separate the wheat from the chaff.” As an effect, keeping up with new information in this
field is extremely difficult and time-consuming.
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Besides the overwhelming quantity of papers, researchers also have to deal with
multiple keywords to refer to a single given entity and the limited abilities of existing
databases to perform complex semantic searches [2]. It is not an exaggeration to claim that
science on that matter has not changed over the last 20 years. This is surprising, however,
given that the results of most of the millions of published papers in experimental sciences
were generated through an analysis pipeline of some kind. In fact, these pipelines are rarely
publicly available. The temporal decay and eventual loss of these pipelines, in contrast to
the resultant ever-preserved and well-indexed scientific papers, constitutes a major knowl-
edge and cultural loss for our society. We argue that this unnatural separation between
scientific reports and analysis pipelines is one of the origins of the reproducibility crisis
that has been characterized as a plague for science, threatening funding and stigmatizing
the community in general [3]. For instance, it has been estimated that the prevalence of
irreproducible preclinical research exceeds 50% at a price of approximately $28.2 billion [4].

A potential way out and obvious remedy to the aforementioned problems is Biomedi-
cal Text Annotation (BTA), the process of identifying indicative terms that relate to and
adequately capture the meaning of medical and biological entities occurring in scientific
reports. Indeed, according to recent [5,6] and older [7] reviews in the field, the quality of
existing resources for BTA has reached a very satisfactory level. Nevertheless, the same
reviews, and especially [6], have pinpointed some limitations of existing resources. The
first is the lack of semantic context that often guides annotators to “overfit” the extracted
entities based on the specific ontology in which they are trained. A solution to this is
to simply link existing ontologies, as outlined in [8,9]. Another challenge is sufficiently
applying and adapting existing advances in deep neural networks for Natural Language
Processing (NLP), so as to improve common BTA tasks such as Named Entity Recognition,
translation, and question answering [10–13].

Another issue is that annotators face technical difficulties when it comes to scaling
up for the purpose of annotating hundreds of millions of documents [14]. This is partly
due to the fact that numerous existing solutions were introduced even decades ago, and
either have not been tested with huge corpora or have limited scaling abilities. Modern
technologies such as virtualized computing and hosting in “serverless” environments
can help to resolve this issue [15,16]. Another important consideration is that existing
benchmarks are application-specific [17]. Annotators work within many parameters that
can have a detrimental effect on their efficacy. Tuning the parameters of an annotator for a
specific test is a form of introducing bias when compared with other annotators. A remedy
for this is to have independent third-party tools tune the parameters of the annotators
during testing. There are already frameworks for automatic parameter tuning in large and
complex workflows [18,19]. Of course, this would require the “wrapping” of the parameter
space in a common format for all tested tools.

We argue that all approaches to the solution of the aforementioned problems and
challenges are tightly connected with the FAIRification process [20], the process of making
research (and not only) digital resources findable, accessible, interoperable, and reusable,
for both humans and machines [21]. For example, making ontologies and lexicographic
resources findable and accessible will help annotators to generalize their concepts, expand
their domains, and support more languages. Making BTA tools interoperable will help
with both benchmarking and scaling in modern computational environments. Moreover,
making all workflows reusable will help with locating and correcting possible biases in
comparison studies.

The work presented in this paper is about making BTA processes FAIR compliant.
This is achieved by using the OpenBio.eu platform, an open science online environment
where researchers can create, edit, share, re-combine, export, execute, rate, and collaborate
on managing tools, data, and workflows (called hereafter Research Objects, or ROs) [22].
The purpose of the platform is to offer data stewardship services that will aid the reuse of
data beyond their original scope. The code for ROs can be anything that is executable in a
local computer. These can be simple scripts, source code, binaries, Docker, or any other
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containerization format. All information is imported into ROs through an intuitive UI
without having to know any Domain Specific Language (DSL). A user only needs to insert
the installation instructions that she would have to write in an execution environment; in
other words, importing a tool in OpenBio.eu requires exactly the same steps as importing
it in an operating system such as Linux [22].

In the context of the above-described framework, this work demonstrates the synthesis,
orchestration, and deployment of BTA workflows via the combination of respective open-
source ROs, all of which were appropriately imported and installed in OpenBio.eu. A total
of five corpora, 169 ontologies, and six known tools for BTA were imported. The effort
required to add some of these ROs in an open science environment such as OpenBio.eu
is pointed out as a means of highlighting the challenges involved with the setup and
configuration of BTA open-source computational resources. The remainder of this paper
is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the main architecture of OpenBio.eu and
demonstrates how it enables the FAIRification of research objects; Section 3 presents, in
detail, a set of ROs in BTA, their functionality, and other remarks from their FAIRification
process; Section 4 presents how the FAIRified ROs can be combined in complex workflows,
which can help with tasks such as comparison and scaling in high-performance computing
environments; finally, Section 5 presents some concluding remarks, limitations, and future
work directions.

OpenBio.eu is available at: https://www.openbio.eu (accessed on 11 October 2021).
The source code is available at: https://github.com/kantale/OpenBio.eu (accessed on 11
October 2021) and detailed documentation is available at: https://kantale.github.io/Open
Bio.eu/docs/ (accessed on 11 October 2021).

2. FAIRification of ROs with OpenBio.eu

Although FAIR guidelines concern data, we can very easily extend them to tools and
workflows. For example, data may describe biomedical entities (i.e., gene expression), by
defining appropriate formats. Similarly, we can easily create data structures to describe
tools and workflows. Therefore, FAIR principles can and should be applied to all types of
ROs that take part in scientific analysis. This last characteristic is demanding of another
crucial requirement; that is, that the digital resource should also be embeddable, thus
extending the conceptualization of the FAIR principles with an embeddable dimension,
i.e., FAIR-E (“E” for embeddable).

In OpenBio.eu, the incorporated ROs are conceptualized as integrated constructs
that contain both the code required for installation (or download in the case of a dataset
RO) and the semantic description required for connecting them with other ROs. Coupled
with semantic web technologies, the process allows for the exploitation of linked-data
architectures as connections between FAIR ROs [23], and, at the same time, it hides the
representation details from users, providing a more abstract level of interaction with the
system. In this setting, FAIR-E overcomes the conceptual gap between the problem to be
solved and its computational solution, since usually software is described in terms of func-
tionality (how), and problems are formulated in terms of the task to be tackled (what) [24].
To state it in a more direct manner, the design philosophy underlying OpenBio.eu considers
the data and the software that operates on the data as neighbor concepts, and, at least in
terms of their semantic content, as identical concepts. On Table 1 we list all FAIR principles
as they were originally published [21], along with how OpenBio.eu implements them.
Generally, the top four FAIR principles are im-plemented as follows:

https://www.openbio.eu
https://github.com/kantale/OpenBio.eu
https://kantale.github.io/OpenBio.eu/docs/
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Table 1. List of all official FAIR principles and how they are addressed in OpenBio.eu.

FAIR Principle [21] How It Is Addressed in OpenBio.eu

F1. (Meta)data are assigned a globally unique and
persistent identifier. All ROs have a unique and permanent URL.

F2. Data are described with rich metadata (defined by
R1 below).

Data/Tools/WFs can be downloaded in JSON including all
metadata (i.e., description, dependencies).

F3. Metadata clearly and explicitly include the identifier of the
data they describe.

Metadata reference other ROs in the format of a persistent
identifier with a common pattern. For example: t/Neji/2.0.2/2
(tool, name, version, edit).

F4. (Meta)data are registered or indexed in a searchable
resource. All ROs are indexed and searched in a common UI.

A1. (Meta)data are retrievable by their identifier using a
standardized communications protocol.

OpenBio.eu includes a documented REST-API with a standard
gateway for accessing ROs + metadata.

A1.1 The protocol is open, free, and universally implementable. Yes. Even unregistered users have access. The implementation
is open source.

A1.2 The protocol allows for an authentication and
authorization procedure, where necessary. Not needed. All ROs are open and accessible for all users.

A2. Metadata are accessible, even when the data are no longer
available.

True. ROs cannot be deleted. Even if the tools/data are deleted
from their source, the metadata remain.

I1. (Meta)data use a formal, accessible, shared, and broadly
applicable language for knowledge representation.

Data from the API are available in JSON format. The data
model is available on the projects’ documentation page.

I2. (Meta)data use vocabularies that follow FAIR principles. Currently, there is no predefined ontology or vocabulary used
for tagging or describing Ros.

I3. (Meta)data include qualified references to other (meta)data. Yes. All qualified references are OpenBio.eu IDs.
R1. Meta(data) are richly described with a plurality of accurate
and relevant attributes.

Yes. Metadata include all information required to reproduce
and run an RO.

R1.1. (Meta)data are released with a clear and accessible data
usage license.

Yes. Both the Terms and Conditions and the Privacy Statement
are listed. Terms include that all ROs also follow the
BSD license.

R1.2. (Meta)data are associated with detailed provenance. Yes. Metadata include edit number and are linked with
previous edits for complete history tracking.

R1.3. (Meta)data meet domain-relevant community standards. Yes, considering community standards for open-source
scientific software.

Findability in OpenBio.eu is achieved by having all ROs indexed in the same searchable
repository. Moreover, OpenBio.eu follows an additive model, in the sense that ROs cannot
be deleted and cannot be edited. Nevertheless, users can “fork” the RO of any other user
and create an identical RO to which they can apply any edit that they wish. Each fork
creates a new RO and is assigned a unique ID with a permanent URL.

Accessibility is an inherent feature of OpenBio.eu. All content is free and open source.
All content is not only directly accessible but also installable on any modern computer. All
content is available even to anonymous users. Moreover, content is available through a
REST API.

Interoperability. ROs in OpenBio.eu can be exported into two basic formats: as a
BASH executable or in Common Workflow Language (CWL) format. (a) BASH is the
most standard command-line interface on Linux and OSX (with MS Windows support as
well). Even though BASH is not a workflow language, per se, it offers a flexible enough
framework to effectively code and arrange the individual steps of a workflow [25,26]. A
key characteristic served by OpenBio.eu is to hide the complexity of BASH by pulling it
at the front-end of the workflow orchestration process via its graphical workflow editing
interface. This makes it unnecessary for the user to learn any domain-specific programming
language (DSL), thus improving flexibility in workflow design, and at the same time easing
the adaptation and sharing of workflows. (b) Workflows are exported in CWL through an
algorithm that converts BASH function calls to directed acyclic graphs (DAGs). Through
CWL, the interoperability of devised workflows between any contemporary operating
system is achieved, allowing for the inclusion of ROs and workflows into a wide variety
of Workflow Management Systems (WfMSs) such as CWLTool, Galaxy [27,28], Nextflow
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(www.nextflow.io, accessed on 11 October 2021) [29], Airflow, and Argo. Some of these
WfMSs (i.e., CWL, Airflow, Nextflow) support execution in a virtualized environment
(through Docker). This enhances reproducibility and alleviates potential problems such
as system upgrades that might break compatibility between the system’s libraries and an
installed RO.

Reusability. All the above features also contribute to the reusability guideline of FAIR.
In OpenBio.eu, reusability is achieved with two mechanisms. The first, also common in
other WfMSs, is by allowing the rich annotation of research objects. The second is by
encouraging the community to provide reliable and accurate instructions to reproduce and
reuse a RO in a real programming language. Reusability is measured objectively as the
number of succesful uses of this RO from other users, as well as from the positive/negative
criticism that it received from the community. In this context, an RO in OpenBio.eu
is linked with a users’ profile and respective published material. This acts as a multi-
directional connection between reproducible ROs, scientific publications, and user profiles.
Users are awarded credit every time an RO that they “own” is reused, thus providing a
previously missing incentive for RO sharing in academia. It is stressed here that ROs are
not simple descriptions or annotations of “real-life” tools, data, or workflows; they are
software components, directly downloadable and executable in any modern computation
environment. Figure 1 shows how this functionality is realized and implemented in
OpenBio.eu.
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3. Imported Resources for Biomedical Text Annotation

Today, there exist many repositories with numerous resources for the task of BTA.
Some representative examples in the area of biomedical research are ORBIT (orbit.nlm.
nih.gov) and biotools (bio.tools). These repositories are very valuable, but they lack one
important element: instructions and directions to install, download and compile them.
Locating an RO in these repositories is usually the first step, but importing it into a “real”
analysis pipeline is a cumbersome task that often requires advanced IT knowledge. As we
have already described, in OpenBio.eu each imported RO is installable and executable.

3.1. Imported Corpora

For the purpose of the study presented in this paper, we have imported four corpora
sources into OpenBio.eu, as summarized in Table 2.

Table 2. Corpora imported into OpenBio.eu (with unique OpenBio.eu IDs).

Corpus Inserted Corpus-Object OpenBio.eu ID

COVID-19 63,000 research articles CORD_19/01_03_2021/1
BC4GO 5000 passages in 200 articles BC4GO/2013_08_02/1

Mantra GSC 5530 biomedical annotations matra_gsc/latest/1
GENIA 3000 annotated abstracts GENIA_annotation/latest/1

NCBI DC 793 abstracts (790 disease concepts) NCBI_disease_corpus/latest/1

The COVID-19 Open Research Dataset (CORD-19, www.semanticscholar.org/co
rd19) [30], is a free, weekly updated source that contains information on more than
800,000 research articles (last accessed on 1 March 2021) related to COVID-19, SARS-CoV-2,
and other relevant literature. The articles in CORD-19 have been collected from popular
scientific repositories and publishing houses, including Elsevier, bioRxiv, medRxiv, the
World Health Organization (WHO), and PubMed Central (PMC). Each scientific article
in CORD-19 has a list of specific attributes, namely “citations,” “publish time,” “title,”
“abstract,” and “authors.” Furthermore, the majority of the articles (about 700,000) include
a “full text” attribute. Although the CORD-19 dataset is the most important knowledge
source related to COVID-19 and other coronavirus infections, its use may be constrained
due to the fact that the provided data are mainly unstructured text references. So, the
exploitation of NLP techniques and tools (from entity recognizers and annotators to text
categorization) is the only way to extract the underlying knowledge.

The BC4GO dataset (www.biocreative.org/resources/corpora/bc-iv-go-task-corpus,
accessed on 11 October 2021) [31] is a full-text corpus to be utilized as an assistant in the
automatic identification of Gene Ontology (GO) terms. Each sample of the BC4GO dataset
includes a GO annotated text, a gene or gene product, a GO term, and a GO evidence
code. The authors evaluated the quality of the BC4GO dataset by comparing it with GO-
annotated data that were generated by a group of experts. It includes about 5000 text
passages in 200 articles related to 1356 unique GO terms. The evaluation results showed an
increase in the accuracy of the GO annotation task. BC4GO enables the construction of a
knowledge base, which in turn is able to improve various text mining tools related to the
BioNLP research community [2].

The Mantra GSC (Mantra gold-standard corpus, biosemantics.erasmusmc.nl/inde
x.php/resources/mantra-gsc) [32] aims to facilitate biomedical concept recognition. The
Mantra GSC consists of five parallel textual corpora in five different languages (i.e., English,
French, German, Spanish, and Dutch). The text segments in each textual corpus originate
from MEDLINE abstract titles, drug labels, biomedical patent claims, scientific publications,
and electronic health records. The total number of biomedical annotations is 5530.

GENIA (www.geniaproject.org, accessed on 11 October 2021) [33] is the most famous
corpus for BTA, according to the ORBIT repository. Being also one of the most recent
resources, it is very well studied and is considered a gold standard in the field. The

orbit.nlm.nih.gov
orbit.nlm.nih.gov
bio.tools
www.semanticscholar.org/cord19
www.semanticscholar.org/cord19
www.biocreative.org/resources/corpora/bc-iv-go-task-corpus
biosemantics.erasmusmc.nl/index.php/resources/mantra-gsc
biosemantics.erasmusmc.nl/index.php/resources/mantra-gsc
www.geniaproject.org
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most recent version contains 3000 abstracts from MEDLINE, annotated with information
regarding biochemical substances and protein reactions.

NCBI DC (www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/CBBresearch/Dogan/DISEASE, accessed on
11 October 2021) [34] is perhaps the most carefully annotated corpus in the biomedical
domain. Although it contains a relatively low number of abstracts (793), each abstract has
been annotated by two professionals in a three-annotation phase. NCBI DC is considered a
gold standard in corpus annotation.

3.2. Imported Ontologies

Ontologies, especially those of high importance, are usually well-maintained and
easy to use, making them perhaps the only type of ROs in this area with adequate FAIR
indications. For the purpose of the study presented in this paper, we have imported three
ontology sources into OpenBio.eu, as summarized in Table 3.

Table 3. Ontologies imported into OpenBio.eu (with unique OpenBio.eu IDs).

Corpus Inserted Object OpenBio.eu ID

OBO Foundry 167 ontologies with biomedical, chemical
and social concepts in OWL format OBO_obi/2013/1

GALEN Medical concepts in custom format galen/01_09_2007/1
MeSH Controlled Vocabulary as RDF triplets MeSH/2020/1

The Open Biological and Biomedical Ontology (OBO) Foundry (www.obofoundry.org,
accessed on 11 October 2021) [35] contains 167 ontologies and is by far the most valuable
biomedical ontology resource. Since its foundation, it has played a significant role in BTA,
as it offers an open and collaborative environment for well-defined ontology models. What
is exceptional about the OBO is that it marks obsolete or inactive ontologies that have not
been actively maintained. As we will see later, this is a much-needed feature for tools
involved in BTA. All OBO ontologies have been imported into OpenBio.eu.

The GALEN Common Reference Model (www.opengalen.org, accessed on 11 October
2021) [36,37] is a biomedical ontology with mainly historical value. It is influenced by
the work in the UMLS Semantic Network (semanticnetwork.nlm.nih.gov, accessed on
11 October 2021) [38,39], and was defined and utilized as a system for modeling medical
concepts. It contains a system for defining modifiers and modalities and represents concepts
as substances, processes, and structures.

MeSH (Medical Subject Headings, www.nlm.nih.gov/mesh, accessed on 11 October
2021) [40] is a structured vocabulary maintained from the National Library of Medicine.
From its foundation in the 1960s (www.nlm.nih.gov/hmd/collections/digital/MeSH/mes
h.html, accessed on 11 October 2021), it has been actively used for annotating papers in the
MEDLINE/PubMed databases, therefore it is one of the most successful and widely utilized
ontologies for BTA. In OpenBio.eu, we have imported the ontology through a file in RDF T-
triple (subject, predicate, object) format (www.w3.org/TR/rdf11-concepts/-section-triples,
accessed on 11 October 2021).

An overview of the biomedical ontologies imported into OpenBio.eu is shown in
Table 3. We are currently working to include meta-mappers, such as BioC (bioc.sourcefor
ge.net) [9], that ease the task of merging existing ontologies into more generic knowledge
constructs, such as knowledge graphs, that can be used to annotate and query large
amounts of literature data [41].

3.3. Imported Tools for Biomedical Text Annotation

Here, we present the process of importing and installing BTA tools in OpenBio.eu
and report on the experience. A very comprehensive review and description of these tools,
along with a thorough comparison, can be found in [6]. Since most tools have a multitude
of dependencies, we chose to add them as Docker files. Table 4 summarizes the various
forms in which these tools were imported into OpenBio.eu.

www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/CBBresearch/Dogan/DISEASE
www.obofoundry.org
www.opengalen.org
semanticnetwork.nlm.nih.gov
www.nlm.nih.gov/mesh
www.nlm.nih.gov/hmd/collections/digital/MeSH/mesh.html
www.nlm.nih.gov/hmd/collections/digital/MeSH/mesh.html
www.w3.org/TR/rdf11-concepts/-section-triples
bioc.sourceforge.net
bioc.sourceforge.net
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Table 4. BTA Tools imported into OpenBio.eu (with unique OpenBio.eu IDs); all tools were imported
in various Docker forms.

Tool Inserted Object OpenBio ID

Apache cTAKES Dockerfile with GUI cTAKES/4.0.0/1
Noble Coder Dockerfile with CLI noble_tools/latest/1

MetaMap Dockerfile with CLI MetaMapLite/RELEASE3.6.2rc5/1
NCBO-Annotator Docker-compose ncbo_bioportal/1/1

Neji Dockerfile with GUI Neji/2.0.2/2
BeCAS Docker with API client BeCAS/latest/1

The Apache cTAKES (ctakes.apache.org) [42] facilitates the extraction of medical
information that can be found in online electronic clinical documents (e.g., clinical notes).
It identifies the available types of named clinical entities (i.e., multi-token terms with
nested structures), such as drugs, diseases, symptoms, and procedures. For each extracted
entity, various attributes become available—for example, a text segment, an ontology,
and other entity-specific attributes. In cTAKES, information extraction is founded on
the Unstructured Information Management Architecture framework (UIMA, uima.apa
che.org) and the OpenNLP tool (opennlp.apache.org). cTAKES can be used to develop
decision support systems for clinical research. In cTAKES, installation instructions are
straightforward, and through these, we created a cTAKES Docker container in OpenBio.eu.

Noble Coder (ties.dbmi.pitt.edu/noble-coder) [14] is a tool for performing Named
Entity Recognition (NER) in biomedical textual documents. Noble Coder is part of the
Noble Tools Suite, which is a set of NLP tools written in Java. It includes an ontology API
that supports the processing of Web Ontology Language (OWL) files. It also facilitates the
use of various NLP methods, such as text normalization, n-gram extraction, and stemming.
The last edit in the public repository for Noble Tools (github.com/dbmi-pitt/nobletools,
accessed on 11 October 2021) is from August 2018; therefore, this project seems to be
abandoned. After we forked this repository, we added the necessary changes so that
we could rebuild it with currently available tools. Then, we created and imported the
respective Docker configuration file into OpenBio.eu.

MetaMap (metamap.nlm.nih.gov) [43] is an easily adaptable tool that maps biomedical
text to UMLS Metathesaurus concepts (www.nlm.nih.gov/research/umls/knowledge_so
urces/metathesaurus/index.html, accessed on 11 October 2021). It relies heavily on NLP
and computational linguistic techniques. It supports complex text-specific tasks ranging
from information retrieval (IR), text mining, text categorization, and text summarization
to question answering and knowledge discovery. MetaMap is available under a special
license called the UMLS Metathesaurus License Agreement (uts.nlm.nih.gov/license.html,
accessed on 11 October 2021). As an effect, we could not import MetaMap into OpenBio.eu.
Nevertheless, a lighter version of MetaMap, called MetaMapLite (metamap.nlm.nih.gov/
MetaMapLite.shtml, accessed on 11 October 2021) [44], is available under the BSD license.
MetaMapLite implements a very fast method for NER. Nevertheless, although it is faster
than MetaMap, it is not as thorough in the matching of entities. In OpenBio.eu, we provide
scripts to create the appropriate Docker files for this particular version of MetaMap.

NCBO annotator (bioportal.bioontology.org/annotator, accessed on 11 October 2021) [45]
is a web service that provides text annotation utilities. By relying on textual biomedical
metadata, NCBO annotates a given text with biomedical ontology concepts. Hence, it
allows for the automation of the tag annotation process. The available ontologies and
concepts can be retrieved from the UMLS Metatheseaurus and the NCBO repository
(bioportal.bioontology.org, accessed on 11 October 2021). NCBO was by far the most
difficult system to set up. NCBO maintains a GitHub repository (github.com/ncbo/
ncbo_annotator, accessed on 11 October 2021) for its annotator, but lacks information
regarding installation and configuration. Nevertheless, there are two projects that have built
domain-specific annotation services based on NCBO’s annotator. The first is Argoportal
(agroportal.lirmm.fr, accessed on 11 October 2021) [45] and the second is the SIFR annotator
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uima.apache.org
uima.apache.org
opennlp.apache.org
ties.dbmi.pitt.edu/noble-coder
github.com/dbmi-pitt/nobletools
metamap.nlm.nih.gov
www.nlm.nih.gov/research/umls/knowledge_sources/metathesaurus/index.html
www.nlm.nih.gov/research/umls/knowledge_sources/metathesaurus/index.html
uts.nlm.nih.gov/license.html
metamap.nlm.nih.gov/MetaMapLite.shtml
metamap.nlm.nih.gov/MetaMapLite.shtml
bioportal.bioontology.org/annotator
bioportal.bioontology.org
github.com/ncbo/ncbo_annotator
github.com/ncbo/ncbo_annotator
agroportal.lirmm.fr
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(bioportal.lirmm.fr/annotator, accessed on 11 October 2021) [46]. Argoportal is based on a
fork of NCBO’s annotator and the SIFR annotator is based on a fork of Argoportal. Both
repositories have been inactive for more than a year. On their respective repositories, they
maintain a Docker Compose setup (github.com/sifrproject/docker-compose-bioportal,
accessed on 11 October 2021) that configures mgrep [47] as a concept recognizer, 4store
(github.com/4store/4store, accessed on 11 October 2021) [48] as an RDF database, Apache
solR (ucene.apache.org/solr, accessed on 11 October 2021) as an indexing service, and nginx
(nginx.org, accessed on 11 October 2021) as a reverse proxy. Despite their containerization,
most of these services required significant changes before they were able to run and
communicate correctly. In OpenBio.eu, we imported a new Docker Compose setup which
is our fork on the SIFR annotator. Despite our efforts, some of the NCBO annotator
functionality, such as concept mapping, is still missing; therefore, we consider the task of
integrating this tool into OpenBio.eu a work in progress.

BeCAS, the Biomedical Concept Annotation System (bioinformatics.ua.pt/becas, ac-
cessed on 11 October 2021) [49], provides a web application, an API, and a widget aim-
ing to facilitate the task of biomedical concept identification. It assists biomedical re-
searchers in the annotation of about 1,200,000 biomedical concepts, which can be found
in textual documents and PubMed abstracts. BeCAS is closed-source and freely avail-
able for non-commercial use. Nevertheless, it provides an API with which a client can
access the entirety of its functionality. One of these clients is the becas-python library
(tnunes.github.io/becas-python, accessed on 11 October 2021), which is based on Python
v2. In OpenBio.eu, we created a Docker file that includes this client.

Neji (github.com/BMDSoftware/neji, accessed on 11 October 2021) [50] is a platform
that aims to improve the extraction of biomedical information from the biomedical scientific
literature, including patents, publications, and healthcare records. It provides a NER tool,
founded on the utilization of both machine learning and dictionary-based approaches, to
support various NLP tasks, including sentence splitting, dependency parsing, concept
recognition, and text normalization. Neji was imported into OpenBio.eu as a Docker file.

As a final note, we should mention that some very well-known and widely cited
tools, such as Whatizit (www.ebi.ac.uk/webservices/whatizit, accessed on 11 October
2021) [51] and MyMiner (myminer.armi.monash.edu.au, accessed on 11 October 2021) [52],
which continue to be active, are of very limited use since they come with closed-source and
dysfunctional or even absent APIs. Of course, there is a huge variety of very popular tools
that we have not included, such as the NCBI/BioNLP collection of tools (www.ncbi.nlm.nih
.gov/research/bionlp/Tools, accessed on 11 October 2021). It is our plan to add them in the
future, and we also hope to incentivize the BTA community to create ROs in OpenBio.eu in
order to create a live, long-term, and sustainable BTA infrastructure. Furthermore, we are
working on OpenBio.eu’s inclusion of mature ontologies from the bioinformatics domain,
such as EDAM (edamontology.org, accessed on 11 October 2021) [53], and their coupling
with ontology-based search operations and tools in order to support reliable question
answering (QA) operations in the biomedical domain [54].

Figure 2 shows an example workflow using two ROs that, as described above, were
imported into OpenBio.eu; namely, BeCAS as the annotation tool and NCBI DC as the
(disease) target corpus for annotation. The whole workflow was composed by drag-and-
dropping the two BTA ROs in the online GUI provided by OpenBio.eu to compose and
edit the workflows (see next section). Nodes indicate RO types: the hexagon (center) is the
workflow; rounded squares are tools or data; circles are the steps followed to implement the
functionality of a tool and/or a workflow; an arrow from a step A to step B means “A calls
B;” and dotted-line arrows signify ownership. For example, the step “abstract_separation”
belongs to the “ncbi_corpus_abstracts_ annotation/1” workflow. The circle with the red
outline, the “main_step,” is the one that will be called first during execution.

bioportal.lirmm.fr/annotator
github.com/sifrproject/docker-compose-bioportal
github.com/4store/4store
ucene.apache.org/solr
nginx.org
bioinformatics.ua.pt/becas
tnunes.github.io/becas-python
github.com/BMDSoftware/neji
www.ebi.ac.uk/webservices/whatizit
myminer.armi.monash.edu.au
www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/research/bionlp/Tools
www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/research/bionlp/Tools
edamontology.org
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4. Working with OpenBio.eu

Before presenting the basics of how to create, install, and/or import a new tool, data,
or workflow in OpenBio.eu, we will highlight a few substantial features of the platform,
aiming to reveal what differentiates OpenBio.eu from other similar platforms. A full list of
features is available on the project’s documentation page.

Firstly, OpenBio.eu is able to “run” objects. In the biomedical domain, there are
many repositories that store and give access to tools, data, and workflows. Examples are
biotools [55] and OSF [56]. These repositories offer rich annotations of imported objects, but
they lack one crucial component: the execution of the imported object (i.e., tool, workflow)
on a computer that you have access to. OpenBio.eu is a repository for research objects
that offers this ability. In OpenBio.eu, the importing of a new tool, data, or workflow
is performed by providing explicit instructions on how to install, validate, and execute
an object.

Secondly, the computer language that OpenBio.eu utilizes for object installation and
execution is BASH (www.gnu.org/software/bash, accessed on 11 October 2021). Since we
need to provide explicit instructions on how to install a tool, download data, or execute
a workflow, we need a computer language to do so. OpenBio.eu uses BASH. Even if one
may find it difficult or outdated, BASH is the defacto glue language of most Unix-like
operating systems (the *nix universe), and by hosting code in BASH we ensure that it is
directly executable in as many environments as possible. This does not mean that the
hosting of code in BASH excludes other languages. On the contrary, BASH was chosen
exactly because it enables the linkage of different computer languages, programs, and
scripts into a common script. It is important to note that OpenBio.eu acts as a repository
for user-provided BASH scripts. These scripts are self-dependent, meaning that other
users who want to run these scripts do not have to install or download any other software.
Moreover, OpenBio.eu offers a mechanism for linking these user-provided scripts together.
For example, if user U1 submits tool T1, and user U2 submits tool T2, and declares that
this tool has T1 as a dependency, OpenBio.eu makes sure that whenever T2 is downloaded,
the scripts for T1 are also downloaded and both are executed in the right order. The same
process occurs when different tools and data are combined through the graphical user
interface to form workflows. In that sense, OpenBio.eu acts as a repository for BASH scripts,
making sure that two or more scripts are compatible when linked in the same workflow. A
fair criticism of the choice of BASH is that it is not a “write once run everywhere” language,
such as Java or Python. However, BASH was not chosen as an implementation language
(as in, “everything should be in BASH”), but as a gluing language (as in, “connect your

www.gnu.org/software/bash
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components with BASH”). Finally, every script may be rated (upvoted or downvoted) by
any user on the platform. This forces users to provide qualitative scripts that run on the
majority of *nix systems.

Thirdly, in OpenBio.eu, tools, data, and workflows are the same type of object. Most
WfMSs and open science environments distinguish between data, tools, and workflows.
Users have to declare different properties for each, store them in different structures and
tables, etc. OpenBio.eu does not make this distinction. Data, tools, and workflows are
ROs of the same type (hereafter we use the term TDW to denote the common RO types:
tools, data, and workflows). This is because, semantically, and in the context of a WfMS,
there are no differences between Tools, Data and Workflows. Tools and workflows have
dependencies, but data are useless without the presence of other data. We need commands
to download, configure, compile, and install tools, but data need to be downloaded
and, most of the time, they also need to be decompressed, pre-processed, and installed.
Moreover, it is very common that data, tools, and workflows co-exist in a dependency
tree of other tools, data and workflows. Table 5 lists some basic characteristics of the
OpenBio.eu platform, accompanied by respective actions.

Table 5. Basic characteristics of OpenBio.eu and actions to perform.

Characteristic Action

Completely web-based; you do not have to
install anything. Use OpenBio.eu for your everyday science tasks from your browser.

No DSL (Domain Specific Language) required.
Simply describe your steps in BASH. Each workflow step is available as
a BASH function. Do you have a BASH script that installs a TDW object
(tool, dataset, or workflow)? Just copy/paste it!

Use Python, Perl, Java, or any language you like to
conduct your analysis.

Call these tools the same way you would call them from the
command line.

Fork existing tools/workflows to create your
own versions. Press the “Fork” button in the UI of any tool/data or workflow entry.

Simple workflow structure.

OpenBio.eu offers a simple GUI, just drag-and-drop an already
imported TDW object to add it into a workflow and/or create
dependencies between tools. Do the same for a workflow! Workflows
can contain other workflows indefinitely.

Simple mental model.

Tools have variables (i.e., environment variables) such as:
installation_path = path/to/executable. Workflows have input and
output variables as well, such as: input_data = path/to/data, results =
path/to/results.

Does it support iterations or conditional execution? Yes. In fact, it supports anything that BASH supports (even recursion).

What name should I use for my tool/dataset/workflow?
Anything you like. Each TDW object is identified by a name (anything
you want), a version (anything you want), and an ID provided by the
system. The namespace is unique and global.

Add markdown descriptions for the objects. Use t/tool_name/tool_version/id and w/ workflow_name/id to link
to an object anywhere on the site.

Each object has a Questions and Answers section. Navigate on the Discussion section of an RO. Contains a typical
forum-like interface.

Add scientific references.
Link with r/reference_name. If you do not want to manually add all
bibliographic details for a paper, just add the DOI; the system will do
the rest.

Execute workflows in your own environment.
You do not have to share code or data with OpenBio.eu, only the BASH
commands that install and run workflows. Monitor the execution
during runtime via the provided graphical interface.

4.1. Importing ROs in OpenBio.eu

The OpenBio.eu platform is organized around four basic building-blocks (Figure 3):
(a) the RO repository, which is equipped with free-text search operations to locate the
TDW object most relevant to the task at hand, workflow execution reports, references, and
(potential) query-answering discourse sessions (upper-left); (b) a module to define/describe
a TDW (lower-left); (c) the platform’s core module where the installation (with validation)
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of TDW objects takes place, along with the definition of their dependencies (arrows between
objects), as well as the composition of workflows (a GUI is provided to drag-and-drop
the needed ROs); and (d) the module to define the execution environment and the actual
execution of workflows (i.e., the Airflow execution manager that operates on CWL forms
of workflows) accompanied by a resource manager (serviced by netdata) to monitor the
execution process.
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OpenBio.eu users can create a TDW RO by simply importing the commands to install
it. These commands are the same as those that install the tool on any computer that provides
a BASH shell terminal. The same TDW object can have many versions. Different users can
import TDWs that have the same name and version. Apart from the BASH commands, a
TDW can be accompanied with rich-format text in markdown. In OpenBio.eu, users can
define dependencies between TDWs with a simple drag-and-drop. TDW objects can be in
the “Draft” or “Finalized” stage. Objects in the “Draft” stage may be edited in the future.
Once users are confident that an imported object does not need any further refinements,
they can choose to “Finalize” it. A “Finalized” object cannot be edited any further; it is
now an immutable object that can take part in a reproducible, future-proof pipeline. In any
case, users may “Fork” a “Draft” or “Finalized” version of an object. Forking is a concept
borrowed from software development, where users can create an identical copy of a source
code and edit it as they wish.

Moreover, a crucial factor that is largely absent from almost all WfMSs and BTA tools
is social commenting and rating. Especially for students and newcomers in the field, it
is difficult to discern the average sentiment toward an RO or whether there is any strong
opinion about it (even from a small fraction of users). In addition, existing tools do not
provide users with the means to express (and share) their own opinions. This affects not
only the entry-level barrier in the domain but also prevents the elaboration of existing ROs
and impedes the collective formulation of novel ideas that could improve research and
highlight novel directions. OpenBio.eu fulfills this need by making every RO rate-able and
comment-able; furthermore, it contains a Q&A collaborative module where any user can
leave a question, request assistance, or make a generic remark. These functionalities are
supported by a collaboration component, which supports the creation and elaboration of a
semantically rich discourse graph about any RO appearing on the OpenBio.eu platform [57].
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The nodes on this discourse graph may be of different types, including issues (a question
that a user posts for discussion); solutions (a solution proposed by a user to solve an issue
under consideration); positions in favor (an argument supporting a suggested solution);
positions against (an argument aiming to defeat or challenge a solution); and notes (a
comment usually added to bring in supplementary information without affecting the
assessment of the discourse). The collaboration component also offers state-of-the-art
search functionality, diverse options to augment the visualization of the graph, as well as the
ability to rate the graph nodes (e.g., assignment of likes/dislikes). Overall, the collaboration
component of the OpenBio.eu platform enables users to set up a highly interactive process,
where they can easily decide which ROs should be considered, identify and discuss their
strengths and weaknesses, and control the complexity of biomedical workflows.

4.2. Synthesizing Workflows in OpenBio.eu

Workflows are a central concept in computation biology and bioinformatics. Strictly
speaking, a workflow is a series of computational steps, connected through dependencies;
i.e., “a step gets to run only when these other steps are completed.” Common WfMSs
in Bioinformatics, such as Galaxy [58], Nextflow [29], and Snakemake [59], exemplify
this concept. Although this flow-centric construction of workflows has a long history
in bioinformatics, it has been inherited from industrial design systems where rigidity is
of paramount importance and is not perfectly suited to the versatility and flexibility of
modern bioinformatics research. Moreover, the flow-centric construction of workflows
requires above-average IT skills. In OpenBio.eu, users are able to construct workflows by
simply importing the commands that execute a step. Again, these commands are the same
as those that would be used in a BASH terminal. The main difference is that instead of
implicitly defining step order through a dependency resolution algorithm, they can directly
call steps from other steps. This abstraction follows the “function calls function” paradigm
that is familiar to users with basic programming skills.

Workflows can be converted from “structure-centric” to “flow-centric” constructs with
an algorithm that creates directed acyclic graphs (DAGs). These DAGs can be described in
CWL and consequently imported to common workflow execution environments such as
Galaxy, Nextflow, Snakemake, and Airflow. OpenBio.eu also provides a Docker container
that is connected to the OpenBio.eu web server and acts as a personalized execution
environment. Users can have as many Execution Environments as they wish. Every
Workflow execution creates a separate object (report) that contains results and logs. These
can be shared with other users.

A more detailed presentation and lengthy documentation of these mechanisms, along
with examples, are available at the project’s documentation page: https://kantale.github.i
o/OpenBio.eu/docs/, accessed on 11 October 2021.

5. Discussion

Although BTA is a crucial component in modern science, we argue that many widely
known ROs that comprise BTA workflows are far from being FAIR; namely, ontologies,
tools, and corpora have serious shortcomings that prevent them from taking place in repro-
ducible analyses. These shortcomings are associated with a lack of ease in downloading,
installing, configuring, and using them. It is obvious that the degree to which one can
perform these tasks significantly affects the ability of these ROs to take part in arbitrary
analysis workflows. The utilization of untested ontologies, the use of computer languages
from external (to the one used to build the workflow) execution environments, and scaling
up in modern high-performance computational platforms are some of the challenges to be
addressed [2].

This paper presents an effort to “FAIRify” some of the most well-known ROs in BTA
through the use of the OpenBio.eu platform. This effort follows the principle that ROs
should be rendered directly downloadable, installable, and re-usable. Moreover, tools,
web services, corpora, and ontologies should all lie in a common repository, properly

https://kantale.github.io/OpenBio.eu/docs/
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categorized and indexed. Researchers should be able to reuse these components by simply
“plugging” them into an analysis workspace and should also be able to create personal
copies (forks) of them to apply any change that they like. Finally, ROs should be rate-
able and comment-able. Moreover, users should be able to perform these activities with
simple web actions (such as drag-and-drop) without having to use any DSL. In Table 1, we
present how the architecture of OpenBio.eu addresses and implements all official FAIR
guidelines [21]. Of course, this is a subjective evaluation of the platform’s FAIR-ness
status. Actual FAIR metrics can be achieved either by conducting user surveys or by using
automatic FAIR validation mechanisms [60]. We intend to also provide these additional
validations in a future study.

Perhaps the most significant challenge for open source and social platforms of this
kind is achieving long-term survivability. Platforms that have achieved this (i.e., Galaxy
and Nextflow) owe it to several qualitative characteristics such as a clear data model,
solid implementation, and the use of modern underlying IT technologies. Here, we
showcased how OpenBio.eu fulfills these characteristics. Moreover, these criteria are
not adequate to guarantee widespread adoption unless the platform sufficiently tackles
a “real and existing problem.” Here, we demonstrated that the current un-FAIR status
of many ROs in BTA is a real problem that needs to be tackled. Finally, the permissive
open-source license is another factor that can contribute to the long-term survivability of
the project. Overall, there are more than 100 projects with similar functionality and scope
(https://github.com/pditommaso/awesome-pipeline, accessed on 11 October 2021). We
hope that these characteristics will help OpenBio.eu to stand out.

For the purpose of this study, we have added a variety of ROs for the task of BTA.
These ROs are far from perfect and may need refinement. Moreover, crucial and widely
used corpora, ontologies, and tools are missing. Our future work will include not only
the expansion of this collection but also the creation of workflows that efficiently compare
them. Toward this end, OpenBio.eu can be used to create meta-workflows that install,
configure, and measure the efficiency of other workflows. Another future work is to
compare the ability of modern high-performance environments to sufficiently scale these
ROs, so as to process the entire corpus of open biomedical documents and measure the
effect of managing this information overload. Of course, the most challenging future work
is to persuade the open-source and bioinformatics community to contribute to this project,
either by importing new ROs or by improving the platform. OpenBio.eu is an environment
that, by design, welcomes users to import new ROs and perform edits to existing ROs,
thus guiding biomedical text-mining communities to gradually improve these components
toward achieving maximum FAIR status.
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